OPEN RESEARCH IN THE CLASSROOM

Call for student participants

Emma Wilson
(emma.wilson@ed.ac.uk)
Senior year high school pupils preparing to study STEM or Social Sciences subjects at university will often conduct their first research project as part of an Advanced Higher course, Nuffield Research Placement, or CREST Award.

We have recently received funding to develop resources aimed at introducing S4-S6 Scottish High School pupils to open research practices.
WHAT'S INVOLVED?

1. Writing scripts for two short animation videos
2. Creating an interactive open research activity
3. Delivering sessions at local high schools
WHO CAN GET INVOLVED?

- All UoE students (undergrad and postgrad)
- Have experience or interest in open research practices
- No science communication experience necessary!

We have funding to compensate UoE students for contributing to resource development.
REGISTER YOUR INTEREST

Emma Wilson
(emma.wilson@ed.ac.uk)
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